
 

Ref No. AIACE/CENTRAL/2023 / 095                      Dated    16.10.2023 

To 

The Chairman, 

 Coal India Limited, 

Coal Bhawan, 

Premise No-04 MAR, Plot No-AF-III, Action Area-1A, 

Newtown, Rajarhat, Kolkata-700156 

 

Sub:-  Empanelment of Diagnostic and Imaging Centres by CIL in line with order issued by WCL 

Dear Sir, 

CIL being a Maharatna Company is known for providing excellent Medical facilities to its working as 
well as retired executives through its various company hospitals and a chain of empaneled hospitals 
spread across the country. 

For this purpose, various amendments and revisions are being notified centrally by CIL which are being 
adopted for implementation by all subsidiaries. 

However, recently WCL has preferred to issue a separate Office order no. CMS/WCL/NGP/138 dt. 14-
10-2023, whereby a number of Diagnostic & Imaging centres have been empaneled for providing 

Diagnostic & Imaging services for outdoor referred patients of WCL (Employees and their dependents 

and Retired employees and their dependenÉ) for a period of 03 (three) years w.e.f. 15th October, 2023 or 

for the number of years for which NABH/NABL (Annexure-I) 

Ironically, though this is a welcome move, these centres are mainly located in Nagpur city only and 

beneficiaries are limited to working and retired persons from WCL only. 

We feel that such empanelment of Diagnostic and Imaging centres need to be done uniformly for the 
entire Coal India Ltd beneficiaries and all major places/villages/cities. It is to recall that even CGHS 
adopt same norms and have empanelled such centres at various locations. 

Under the circumstances, we demand immediate amendments for empaneling Diagnostic and 
Imaging centres across the country, to be issued by Coal India Ltd and be applicable to beneficiaries 
of  entire CIL and its subsidiaries. 

Hoping positive and the earliest action in this regard. 

 

With regards, 

 

 (P. K. SINGH RATHOR) 

Principal General Secretary 

 

Enclosure 

1. Office order issued by WCL 

CC 

Secy, MOC, New Delhi 

All CMDs of every subsidiary of CIL 

  



Annexure-I 

 



 



 



 



 


